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Abstract This article presents the methodology of ergonomic design and testing of hand-held impact tools with
vibration isolation systems. An operator’s hand model is proposed comprising uniform bars positioned at angles
adequate to the working position of the upper extremity during soil compacting operation. The model is addressing
both the subject operator’s anthropometric traits and the tool’s interaction with the system. Model testing data of the
hand-arm system are in good agreement with the results of experimental testing, in which the level of accelerations
measured both at the tool handle and at the most exposed areas of the hand, that is at the wrist and at the elbow, were
determined using miniature triaxial vibration sensors. The presented hand-arm system model makes it possible to
analyze interaction between the hand and the tool and transmission of vibration from the tool to the human body.
The proposed methodology may be used in creating ergonomic working environments and in designing safe impact
tools.
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1. Introduction
The subject of the analysis are pneumatically driven
hand-held impact tools and their vibration isolation
systems. The first tools of this type were built by Jonathan
J. Couch and Joseph W. Fowle as early as between 1848
and 1851. While improving working performance these
tools had also adverse effects on human health due to
exposure of operators to harmful vibration. The first
reports on disease symptoms in pneumatic drill operators
were provided by Loriga in 1910 [9]. In 1955 E.
Andreeva-Galanina introduced the term “vibration disease.
Vibration transmitted to human body may assume the
form of the so-called local vibration (hand–arm vibration)
characteristic of vibrations having an effect directly on
human hands.
Pneumatic impact tools are not only a source of
vibration harmful to humans and to the environment but
also generate high intensity noise often exceeding the 100130dB range. The sources of noise include flow of
compressed air through nozzles and operating chambers
and the hitting the material by the tool foot. The tool
designers are required to eliminate or considerably
minimize the associated health and safety hazard factors.

2. Methodology of Ergonomic Design of
Hand-Held Impact Tools

The purpose the ergonomic design of impact tools is to
ensure optimal working environment for the operators. As
far as hand-held impact tools are concerned of particular
importance are the individual traits of the operator,
properties of the tool and of the process, and the material
parameters of the working environment such as:
–
the tool (design, working condition),
–
technological process (type of operation, medium
undergoing compaction),
–
vibration (intensity, frequency, direction),
–
exposure (duration of impact, protective
measures), and
–
individual traits of the operator (skill to damp
vibrations, the way of tool handling).
If the allowable limits of the above-mentioned factors
are exceeded, the operator may be exposed to potential
vibration disease hazard.
The recent technical and technological progress has
lead to a shift from the producer’s market to the end-user’s
market, and currently we can speak about HumanCentered Design. This ergonomic approach to design puts
man at the centre and sees him as the subject of activity to
which main design objectives are subordinated [4,8,18].
In the design of hand-held impact tools however
engineers face a difficult problem. On the one hand their
aim is to minimize harmful effect of vibration on the
operator but, on the other hand, they need to ensure the
tool’s high vibration intensity necessary for proper
performance in the technological process.
In human-centered design of impact tools one should
aim at identifying the device’s features important for the
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user and environment (operating comfort, immediate and
long-term safety, e.g., effect of vibration and noise). In the
light of the requirements imposed on the modern
ergonomic design a methodology of design [21] and

testing [22] of impact tools and their damping systems
was developed. It is presented in the form of diagrams in
Figure 1 and Figure 2.

Figure 1. Methodology of design of hand-held impact tools and their vibration isolation systems [21]

The algorithm of methodology of design and testing of
impact tools (Figure 1) was developed based on own
analyses and research. The status of the tool’s dynamic
loads is determined at the preliminary stage. The
determined level of vibration activity is then compared
with the maximum allowable values set out in standards,
machine safety regulations and EU directives. When the
tool vibrations level exceeds allowable values the solution
searching stage starts and a decision on possible
interference into the source of vibration or on use of
vibration isolation is taken. If a damping system is the
solution to be adopted, the type of vibration isolation is
specified, meaning it is indicated whether passive or
active isolation is to be applied.
The next design stage involves mathematical modeling,
comprising all the components of the man – impact tool –
ground system. Vibration isolation criteria, i.e. achieving
minimum acceleration of vibration of the handle without
reducing the effectiveness of the compaction process, are
established. Then the design features are selected and a
vibration damper prototype is built.
The vibration isolation system prototype needs to be
verified experimentally from the anthropo-technical
perspective (Figure 2). Work at this stage is particularly
oriented to protecting humans by reducing transmission of
vibration from the tool to the operator’s hand-arm system.
Tool testing, in compliance with the standard
recommendations, was conducted by taking measurements
of acceleration values on the vibration isolator’s handle
and at the same time the testing scope was expanded by
the measurements of the element’s displacement.
However, the scope of testing recommended in standard
normative procedures was evaluated as incomplete and
insufficient. For this reason measurement of accelerations
occurring on the directly exposed parts of the hand were

taken simultaneously using miniature triaxial acceleration
sensors ADXL325 [22].

Figure 2. Methodology of testing of impact tool damping system
prototypes (from anthropo-technical perspective) [22]

An important part of the ergonomic designing cycle is
modeling of the analyzed system. Modeling makes it
possible to analyze various structural concepts as early as
at the designing stage and to study influence of individual
material, geometric and dynamic tool features on its
behavior [7,20].
Modeling of biomechanical systems is an important
part of the ergonomic engineering process.

3. Biomechanical System Modeling
In the designing process it is
biodynamic traits of the human
terms.
The conventional approach
modeling with the objective to

necessary to describe
body in mathematical
to hand-arm system
analyze the system’s
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biodynamics usually boils down to the use of lumpedmass mechanical models with elements of spring-damper
type [16,19], or distributed-mass models [25]. However,
biomechanical model designing should address also
broadly understood ergonomic aspects: working
environment, tool’s characteristics and its vibration
activity, vibration parameters, and also the operator’s
anthropometric data and his technique of tool handling.
When analyzing the effect of vibration on the human
body, the body is treated as a vibrating, elastic system
with a considerable ability to damp vibration. In the
dynamic analysis of the behavior of the body of a person
operating a tool it is necessary to take into account the
working position [1] as it is related with the change in
elastic properties and the position of the centre of gravity
of the body or its part.
The biomechanical parameters used in model testing
are given in numerous studies [3,10,17]. However, their
values tend to differ significantly and the conditions in
which they were determined are usually not specified.
This makes an analysis and comparison difficult and the
adoption of these parameters in new research impossible.
Therefore,
one
should
attempt
to
determine
anthropometric parameters and parameters describing the
behavior of the hand-arm biomechanical system that are
adequate for the specific tool, technological process and
operator and his specific tool handling technique.
Modeling of the hand-tool handle system for tool
movement in horizontal plane was the subject of studies
[3,10,14,15,26].
Considering the impact tool for soil compaction
working in the vertical plane, being the object of the
analysis a mathematical model of the hand-arm system
with distributed parameters, adequate for the working
movement performed, was developed.
One of the first models of a pneumatic drill operator’s
upper extremity was the model proposed by Kuchna
(1953). In this model the hand was modeled with big
approximation with a linear damping element.
Dieckmann’s model (1958) represented the position of the
hand characteristic of working with a demolition hammer.
The parameters of this model were selected based on
experimental studies. Next attempts to develop models
were undertaken by Miwa (1964), based on the system’s
impedance study, Vasilev (1972) - for different angles
between the hand and the arm and Reynolds (1975), who
developed a three degree-of-freedom discrete system
describing the hand’s dynamic characteristics. From more
recent models, one may mention Fritz model (1991), and
Daikoku and Ishikawa model (1990) based on the studies
of hand impedance noted for different ways of tool
handling. Dong et al. (2005) presented a two-dimensional
MES model of fingers of the hand used in the analysis of
transmission of vibrations to the hand-arm system. Kazi
(2008) developed a two and tree-mass model of the hand
for researching biodynamic reactions in a vibrating
environment. Joshi and Murray (2010) proposed a model
with single degree of freedom in rotation used in
biodynamic analysis of connecting elements with bolted
joints. Dong and Welcome et al. (2013) dealt with a fourdegree-of-freedom lumped-parameter model used in the
analysis of vibration damping by personal protection
equipment used by workers operating impact tools.
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4. Proposed Hand Model
Following numerous attempts to build a model
representing as close as possible the actual behavior of the
hand-arm system in relation to a given tool, the working
conditions and the particular operator a biomechanical
model shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 was developed.
This model has the form of a system of uniform bars
with distributed masses representing angular position of
the bent upper extremity during operation of an impact
tool. In this model the individual bars represent,
respectively, the operator’s arm, forearm and hand. The
articulations connecting the bars correspond with shoulder
and elbow joints and represent the wrist and the hand
fingers-handle coupling. The action of the upper part of
the operator’s body (segment I, Figure 4) on the hand-arm
system and of the operator’s hand on the tool (segment V,
Figure 4) is described with viscoelastic connections
(Kelvin-Voigt model).

Figure 3. Operator’s hand-arm model –three-segment bar system in the
form of a triple pendulum

Figure 4. The model’s diagram with description of parameters: l – length,
m – mass, k – stiffness coefficient, c – damping coefficient; symbols of
parameters: b – shoulder, 1 – arm, 2 – forearm, 3 – hand, 4 – hand
fingers; symbols of systems: I – shoulder, II – arm, III – forearm, IV –
hand, V – fingers of the hand, φ – initial angle

The model was described with equations of motion
using the Lagrange method [22].
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The developed model was used to carry out simulation
analyses of the operator’s hand action on the tool and to
study the degree of vibration reduction by the vibration
isolation system. Following numerical solving of
differential equations describing the model with the
Runge-Kutta fourth order method simulation analyses
were made. After the preliminary identification of the
model the following parameter values determined for the
tool operator participating in the tests were adopted for the
analysis: mb = 4 kg – mass of the shoulder, kb = 180 N/m
– stiffness of the spring for the shoulder, cb = 8 Ns/m –
viscous damping of the shoulder, m1 = 2.45 kg – shoulder
mass, k1 = 45 Nm – stiffness of the arm spring, c1 = 5.5
Nms – viscous damping, l1 = 0.32 m – length of bar
representing the arm, m2 = 1,3 kg – forearm mass, k2 = 25
Nm – stiffness of the spring, c2 = 4 Nms – viscous
damping, l2 = 0.26 m – forearm length, m3 = 0.45 kg –
mass of the hand, k3 = 10 Nm – stiffness of the spring, c3
= 2 Nms – viscous damping, l3 = 0.1 m – hand length.
Figure 5 to Figure 9 show selected diagrams of changes
in displacements and accelerations of the modeled hand
segments.

Time [s]

Figure 5. Changes in linear displacements of the elbow of the hand
model in horizontal direction xE and in vertical direction yE
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5. Simulation Analyses and Experimental
Verification of the Model
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Figure 8. Accelerations from experimental measurements on the elbow:
in the horizontal direction axE, in the vertical direction ayE and in the
direction transverse to the plane of the hand azH
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Figure 9. Changes in resultant accelerations on the operator’s wrist aW,
elbow aE and piston of the inductor aP during experimental testing

Analysis of the model and experimental testing results
demonstrated a fairly good agreement between the values
of the measured working parameters, which may be a
confirmation of the usefulness of the proposed model for
the analysis of the hand-arm system behavior and for
selection of adequate parameters of the system damping
the transmission of vibration to the human body. The
noted differences result from unavoidable artifacts related
with dynamic measurements (movement of the extremity)
and with the fastening of the acceleration sensors on the
skin of the hand.
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Figure 6. Changes in resultant accelerations of the hand aH, wrist aW and
elbow of the model of the hand aE
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Figure 7. Accelerations from experimental measurements on the wrist:
in horizontal direction axW, vertical direction ayW and in the direction
transverse to the hand plane azH

The developed methodology of design and testing of
vibration isolation systems for impact tools was verified
by developing and building of vibration isolators allowing
for a considerable reduction of vibration transmitted to the
human hand-arm system [21,22]. Effective vibration
control, and hence minimized exposure of operators to
harmful effects while working with impact tools without
compromising the effectiveness of soil compaction
working process, can confirm correctness of the proposed
methodology of designing, testing and modeling of
vibration isolation systems. The presented methodological
approach to designing of an ergonomic working
environment with manually operated impact tools and in a
way covering all the elements of the man-tool anthropotechnical system, as well as the proposed hand model
adequate for individual traits of a given man, the tool
under study and the working process may be used with
success in testing and designing new and verification of
existing hand-held impact tools. The presented results may
contribute to improving the occupational health and safety
of operators, better comfort of work, higher accuracy and
effectiveness of the technological process, and
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significantly reduce the impact of vibration on human
health, and, as a result, reduce the incidence of
occupational diseases, including in particular vibration
disease.
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